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Objectives
Help you gain an overview of SciVal and an introduction to using it practically 
so you can get started after the session.

Topics covered will include:
1. What are the basics?
2. How can SciVal help?
3. What is the underlying dataset?
4. Location and content of the help files



Accessing SciVal at www.scival.com

If you haven’t previously registered for Scopus or ScienceDirect then please go to 
Register Now. Use VPN off-campus or ask Shelly for a Remote Access link

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We suggest that you walk customers through the login/sign up process before you run your presentation, to ensure that you are all on the same page and they can follow your demonstration

http://www.scival.com/


Scopus uniquely combines a comprehensive, curated abstract and 
citation database with enriched data and linked scholarly content. 

Quickly find relevant and trusted research, identify experts, and access reliable data, 
metrics and analytical tools to support confident decisions around research strategy –
all from one database and one subscription. 

7,000+
Publishers

25,751+
Serial titles

234,000+
Books

82 million+
Items

17 million
Author profiles

80,000
Affiliation profiles

1.7 billion cited references
dating back to 1970

Identify and analyze which 
journals to read/submit to

Track and assess a researcher’s 
impact

Decide what, where and with
whom to collaborate

Track impact of research and 
monitor global research trends

Find the current research; what has been 
published in a research area

Determine how to differentiate
research topics, find ideas



Physical sciences 
8,529

Scopus Coverage Summary (Mar. 2021) 

Journals Conferences Books
25,751** active peer-reviewed 
journals

292 trade journals

6,324 Gold OA Journals 
(DOAJ/ROAD) 

14.1M fully-indexed funding 
acknowledgements 

677K preprints  

• Full metadata, abstracts and cited 
references (refs post-1970 only)

• Citations back to 1970

101K conference 
events

10.47M conference 
papers

Mainly Engineering and 
Computer Sciences

Number of journals by 
subject area**

Global representation means global discovery across all subjects and content types
82.1M records from 25.7K serials, 101K conferences and 234K books

from more than 7,000 publishers in 105 countries

• Updated daily—approximately 10,000 articles per day indexed
• 16.92M open access documents
• “Articles in Press” from >8,075 titles
• 698K preprints from multiple preprint servers
• 6,324 active Gold Open Access journals indexed

*Journals may be classified in multiple subject areas: this count includes current actively indexed titles only
**Total number of Scopus journals in database including inactive titles is 40,804

Conferences
46.0M patents

5 major patent offices:

• WIPO
• EPO
• USPTO
• JPO
• UK IPO

63.3K individual book 
series volumes

234K stand-alone 
books

1.95M total book 
items

Focus on Social 
Sciences and A&H

Health sciences 
7,136

Social sciences 
10,574

Life sciences 
4,915



Subject area coverage
• Physical Sciences 13,312
• Health Sciences 14,448
• Social Sciences 12,464
• Life Sciences 7,295

Content Types
• 25,751 active titles
• 220,000 books
• 9.9M conference papers
• 44M patents
• 21M datasets 

Coverage by Region
• 6,600 titles from NOAM
• 860 titles from Middle East & Africa
• 12,170 titles from Western Europe
• 1,750 titles from Eastern Europe
• 790 titles from Latin America
• 2,230 titles from Asia Pacific7,000

publishers

Various 
Content 
Types

All
Subject
Areas

Complete
Regional 
Coverage

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Scopus uniquely COMBINES a foundation of a comprehensive, curated abstract and citation database that includesvarious content typesbroad geographical coverageacross all domains of knowledge



17M
Author 
Profiles

80k
Institution 

Profiles
7,000

publishers

Various 
Content 
Types

All
Subject
Areas

Complete
Regional 
Coverage

Presenter
Presentation Notes
WITH data enrichment and linked scholarly content.As a result of this combination, Scopus has the most accurate and precise author and institution profiles…



7,000
publishers

Complete
Regional 
Coverage

Various 
Content 
Types

All
Subject
Areas

17M
Author 
Profiles

80k
Institution 

Profiles

PlumX
Article level 

metrics 

Journal 
Metrics: 

CiteScore,
SNIP, SJR

APIs  and 
Built in 

Analytical 
Tools

Author
Level 

Metrics

Presenter
Presentation Notes
And the most reliable journal, author and article metrics as well as build in analytical tools and APIs……All in one database



Book Chapters

Institutions

Co-authors

Funding data

Traditional and
alternative metrics

Articles

Conference Proceedings

As a result, Scopus has
superior profiles at the author, 

institution, journal and article levels

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This allows you to trace relationships between researchers, output, and institutions so that you can see who is doing what research around the world.



Which Data Sources Feed Into SciVal?



SciVal in a nutshell
SciVal provides access to the research performance of ~20,000 research institutions 
and their associated researchers from more than 230 nations worldwide

Visualize research 
performance

Ready-made-at a glance 
snapshots of any selected 
entity 

Benchmark 
your progress

Flexibility to create and 
compare any research 
groups

Develop 
collaborative 
partnerships

Identify and analyze existing 
and potential collaboration 
opportunities

Analyze 
research 
trends

Analyze research trends to 
discover the top performers 
and rising stars

Presenter
Presentation Notes
SciVal’s integrated modular platform allows you to configure, visualize and export information according to your specific institution’s needs and preferences, so that you can benchmark with meaning and accuracy to better understand your institution’s position relative to your peers, as well as global and domestic standards.



The layers of SciVal

Publication, citation and usage data from Scopus
Awarded grants, mass media mentions, patent-article citations

Reports
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Reports

Calculate over 300 trillion 
metric values per week
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The layers of SciVal

Publication, citation and usage data from Scopus
Awarded grants, mass media mentions, patent-article citations

Reports

~20,000 institutions 
from over 230 nations Around 96,000 Topics

+16m active authors
Research Areas

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Using advanced data analytics super-computer technology, SciVal allows you to instantly process an enormous amount of data to generate powerful data visualizations on-demand, in seconds.



The layers of SciVal

Publication, citation and usage data from Scopus
Awarded grants, mass media mentions, patent-article citations

Reports



“How can I see who’s excelling in a specific 
subject for potential collaboration or partnership 
opportunities?”

“How can we demonstrate excellence in a way 
that best shows our unique strengths to secure 
funding and attract the best talent?”

“My VC is going to China; who do our academics 
collaborate with there and how can we 
potentially develop greater partnerships?”

“I want to explore the various scenarios I’m 
considering to set up a centre of excellence. How 
can the data provide me with insights?”

Some questions addressed using SciVal



23View the disciplinary focus of 
your institutions and your top 

researchers

“How can we demonstrate 
excellence in a way that best 
shows our unique strengths to 
secure funding and attract 
students?”

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Overview page provides at-a-glance, standardized reports to provide 360 degree performance overview of:8,500 institutions and groupsResearchers and groups220 Countries and groupsResearch areas and groups



See how many of your 
publications fall into the top 

1% and 10% of the most cited 
articles in the world

Look through 
different metrics to 
identify ones that 
demonstrates your 
institution’s research 
excellence

2017
7.1% in top 1% most cited
39.6% in top 10% most cited



View Field-Weighted Citation 
Impact that normalizes citation 

behavior  for differences in size, 
field and publication-type

Look through 
different metrics to 
identify ones that 
demonstrates your 
institution’s research 
excellence



“I want to explore the various 
scenarios I’m considering to set 
up a centre of excellence. How 
can the data provide me with 
insights?”

Test scenario by creating 
virtual teams and compare 

using multiple metrics

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Create virtual teams and compare using multiple metrics



“My VC is going to China; who 
do our academics collaborate 
with there and how can we 
expand?”

Drill into the map to identity your 
collaboration partners in China

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Create virtual teams and compare using multiple metrics



Identify existing and 
potential collaboration 
partners



Assess the activity 
level and identify 
researchers



“How can I see who’s excelling 
in a specific subject compared 
to my researchers, for potential 
collaboration opportunities?”

Choose or create your own 
Research Area in SciVal



Assess the activity 
level and identify 
researchers

Choose a specific key phrase 
within the Research Area, then 
view the performance of the top 
institutions, countries, authors 

and journals and compare them 
to your institution for potential 

synergies

Analyze all or a 
specific part of the 
Research Area



Research Metrics



Analyze the
strengths of

research at the
institution

Determine
where research is 
a good potential

investment

Demonstrate
Return on

Investment of
research money

Identify rising
stars amongst

the early career
researchers

Tell a better narrative 
about everything that 

is happening with 
research

Research metrics can be used to…

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Metrics are an important part of the evaluation landscape.  Universities and funders need robust metrics to help them develop and monitor evidence-based strategies. Elsevier is evolving our research metrics strategy to empower researchers and their institutuons to claim the narrative of what they do and why it matters.



Two Golden Rules for using research metrics

Always use both qualitative
and quantitative input into 
your decisions

Always use more than one 
research metric as the 
quantitative input

Using multiple metrics drives desirable 
changes in behaviour (harder to game)

There are many different ways of being excellent

One metric’s strengths can complement the 
weaknesses of others

Combining both approaches = closer to the 
whole story

Valuable intelligence comes when these 
approaches show different messages

Benefit from the strengths of both 
approaches. Don’t replace one with the other



Metrics available in SciVal by metric theme



How should the array of metrics be used?

1. Define the question clearly, so that you can

2. Select appropriate metrics for the particular situation, and

3. Calculate metrics for the entities you are investigating, and

4. For suitable peers so you can benchmark performance

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Let’s talk about the second golden rule “Always use more than one research metric as the quantitative input”. Scopus aims to provide a basket of research metrics to measure research performance. This slide is showing a basket of metrics for measuring research excellence, where each theme has a different set of metrics associated with it. These research metrics are supported by qualitative input (remember golden rule #1) as represented by the grey bar on the left side.It’s important to make metrics available for all the different entities that you would want to measure: authors, institutions, journals, subject fields, etc.



Research Metrics Guidebook

• Understanding metrics
− Scopus as data source

• Selection of appropriate metrics
− What affects their values, besides performance?

• For each metric
− Situations in which they are useful
− When to take care and how to address short-comings
− Worked examples

This comprehensive metrics guidebook is intended to be a 
straightforward, practical companion for you to find the 
right metrics to meet your objectives. 



Let’s see it live in SciVal ...



Q&A session

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I am looking for indicators like a share or list of publications for institutions. How to find them in a fast way? I would like to see my publication in international collaboration. Is it possible to check how many of them I have/had?I saw today a lot of different metrics. Is it possible to find an explanation (guide) of them?Do I need to work with this data in SciVal? Do any chance to export data externally? You have mentioned that I can find topics in Scopus. Can you share where it is visible?My institution has no access to the trends module. Do I have any possibilities to analyze topics in other modules? 



Upskill your research! 

http://bit.do/TrainingHub

https://bit.ly/2KPUFZP
http://bit.do/TrainingHub


Find out more
Facebook https://www.facebook.com/ElsevierMagyarorszag

SciVal https://scival.com/

Kate Patyrak

Research Intelligence

k.patyrak@elsevier.com

https://www.facebook.com/ElsevierMagyarorszag
https://scival.com/
mailto:k.Patyrak@elsevier.com
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